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2010-11

:"ETWORKS ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

Note: Attempt all the questions.

Attempt any three of the following:

(a) Define the following: 6

(i) Connected graph (ii) Path

(iii) Tree (iv) Links.

(b) For the network shown write the tie-set Matrix and
determine the loop current and the branch currents. 6
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(c) For the graph shown in figure 2, find the cut-set schedule.
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(d) Show that the graph shown in figure 3 is isomorphic. 6
(8)

Figure 3
7'02. Attempt any three parts of the following:

(a) (i) Write the super position theorem .

.(ii) For the network shown determine Thevenin's
equivalent source and the series impedance.
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(b) Verify TeHegen theorem for the pair of networks shown.
Select suitable values in the two c' uits. 7
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Write the statement of maximum power transfer theorem
and also pro e that maximum power can be transferred if
load is complex conj gate of internal impedance. 7

Determine X; and ~ is terms of Rj and R2 to give
maximum power dissipation in R,. 7x..-
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3. Attempt any two arts 0 e following:

(a) Construct the Bode plot for the foliowing transfer
functions:

G(s) =
0( -:-10)

10
s- -)(s+2)

(b) Test \vbe her e sy tern represented by following
characteristi uation is stable or not:

2s" + - - ~s+ 10=0. 10s-

(c) For the ='\ en L-C nehvork find the transfonn impedance
Z(s). 10
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4. Attempt any two parts of the following:

(a) Derive the condition for reciprocity and symmetry in case
of (a) h-parameters, (b) Y-parameters. 10



(b) Find the ZIJ(s)andZ22(s) parameters for the given

bridged- T R-C network. 10
1 F
II

(c) Obtain the transmission parameters In term or
Z-parameters and V-parameters. 10

5. Attempt any two parts of the following:

(a) An impedance function is given by :

Z(s)= (s+1)(s+5),
s(s + 3)(s + 7)

find the R-C representation offoster-I and II forms. lO'lS

(b) For the constant-k, low pass filter, derive/find out the two
cutoff frequencies.

(c) Find the driving point impedance as a quotient of
polynomials for the given network. lO'lS


